Fluorometric determination of morphine via its effect on the quenching of fluorescein by gold nanoparticles through a surface energy transfer process.
A method is described for sensitive and selective fluorometric determination of morphine. It is based on the effect of morphine on quenching of the fluorescence of fluorescein by gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) via surface energy transfer. When fluorescein is added to solutions of colloidal AuNPs, its fluorescence becomes quenched due to nanometal surface energy transfer (NSET) because the absorption of AuNPs strongly overlaps the emission spectrum of fluorescein. In the presence of morphine, which contains both a tertiary nitrogen ring atom and a phenolic hydroxy group, it will coordinate to the AuNPs, and this causes recovery of fluorescence. The presence of a tertiary nitrogen ring atom and a phenolic hydroxy group (both required for the effect to occur) in morphine make the probe highly selective and sensitive for morphine. A paper strip assay also was developed by utilizing this detection scheme. The turn-on fluorescent probe was successfully applied to the determination of morphine in spiked serum and urine samples. The method has a 53 pM limit of detection. The paper strip was applied to the determination of morphine in sweat, urine and other biological fluids. It is perceived to be useful for early detection of drug abuse by adolescent. Graphical abstract Schematic of the mechanism of fluorescence turn on detection of morphine using Au NPs (gold nanoparticles) acting asquencher of the fluorescence of fluorescein.